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Abstract

We investigate a possible explanation of sharp e* peaks in heavy-ion collisions by analyz-
ing a collective phenomenon in QED. We show that a highly polarized vacuum around a large Z
"nucleus" has at least two neutral oscillation modes, whose energies are calculated to be 1.8
Mev and l.S Mev with an appropriate choice of the nuclear radius. They decay into a pair of e*
through electromagnetic interactions.

There are several mysterious positron peaks observed in heavy-ion collision experi-
ments(1> at GSL These peaks are around 300 keV in the spectrum of positron kinetic energy,
and their widths are very small. In the e*e" coincident experiments, it was found that there is
an electron peak at an energy almost identical to that of the positrons. Several models have
been proposed to explain these pcaks(2), however none of them is very satisfactory*3*. We
speculate that these positron peaks might be naturally understood by some kind of collective
phenomenon. Here we try to explain them in terms of collective excitations in QED. In partic-
ular oscillations of the polarized vacuum around a large Z(= 180) "nucleus" have been in vest i-
gated<4>-<5>.

In order to study the problem, we assume a
simple nuclear charge distribution: spherical and
uniform distribution with radius R. This simple
model may not be a very accurate picture of the
low-energy heavy-ion collision experiments in
the sense that the colliding nuclei may form a
nuclear molecular state. However, this
simplification is a first step in studying the col-
lective excitations. The "nuclear" charge radius
R is considered to be a parameter, but it must
be within a physically meaningful radius of the
order of 10-30 fm. If there are some neutral
oscillation modes, they would decay into e~e+

through electromagnetic interactions.

Fig.(l) Oscillations of the electron clouds.
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The QED action with a nuclear charge density Zep(x) is:

S = j dAx [-i.FHWF"v + 4 7 ( ia+4-m o )4 ' -Zep(x) / lo] (1)

Assuming a spherical charge distribution, we can reduce the above action to the 2-dimensional
one. It is difficult to describe the collective motion in terms of the fermion theory in the case of
strong electromagnetic fields. However, the problem could be treated rather easily by the
equivalent boson theory. This bosonization technique was first invented by Co Jem an and Man-
delstam(6). They proved that the massive Thirring model is equivalent to the sine-Gordon
model. After that, it became a widely accepted idea that the two-dimensional fermion theory
could be described in terms of an equivalent two-dimensional boson theory. Our two-
dimensional QED problem could also be described by the equivalent boson theory. This bosonn-
zation has been done by Hirata and Minakata(7\ We use their two-dimensional QED Hamil-
tonian to investigate the excitations of electron clouds around a nucleus. In their studies, they
have taken only lowest-order partial waves for the electron (j= 1/2) and the Coulomb field:

+ Z — (2-cos(2VF<t>.,)-cos(2VFe.,)) + -*-;[ (A--—%(<!>„ +Qm))2-A2]] . (2)

where Tlm(Pm) is the canonical conjugate of &m(Qm), m is the eigenvalue of J,, and 6 indi-
cates the chirality. T and A(r) are defined by:

T = J ds (nm-Pm) , A(r) = AKZ\ s2p(s)ds . (3)
r 0

Comparing bosonic and fermionic representations to determine the constant X. we obtain
X=n/2(4>. The first term in Eq.(2) corresponds to the kinetic energies of the fermions (elec-
trons and positrons), the second term to the centrifugal barrier for the fermions, the third term
proportional to M 2(see later description of M) to the fermion mass term, and the fourth term
to the Coulomb interactions among fermions and between fermions and the nuclear charge.
Correspondence between the fermion description and the boson one is understood by the elec-
tromagnetic charge:

^ ( r = « - ) ] . (4)

and the z-component of the total angular momentum:

/ , = ^ 2 > [ * - ( ' ' — ) + f i - ( » — • ) ] • (5)

where the boundary condition is taken as G>m(r=O,t)+Qm(r=O,t) = 0. From these quantum
numbers, we find that the electron or the positron appears as a soli ton in the boson theory. For
example, a solution in the sine-Gordon-like Hamilton ian: Q>m or Qm =
[ tan~'( e ) ]/Vif is a spherically symmetric wall located at r0 and it corresponds to the
electron or the positron.

We assume that the nuclear charge is screened by 4 units of the electron charge. This
could be justified if the 5 | / 2 and Pu2 levels dive into the negative energy continuum(<). This
screening is shown to happen by solving the equation of motion for $>„(()„) with a boundary
condition G>m(r=°°) = 2V>c. Actually the energies of these solutions have been shown to be
lower than that of a nonscrecning solution (<&m\r=»o) = 0) in the case of Z > Zc(a critical
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atomic number). We solve the equations of motion (e.g. d<X>m/dr = dllldUm and
dnm/dl = - dH/dC>m with an ansatz: <!>„ = Qm = §{r). Then, the differential equation we
obtain is:

(6)4% T=(TT
dp2 vu 2pz

where p is defined by p = Mr.

In the following numerical analysis, we fix
the mass scale M by the comparison of the
soli ton's mass corrected by quantum effects'9*;
mt= 4M/rc(classical)-2M/rc(a quantum correc-
tion) = 2 M / K . We solve the differential equa-
tion by taking QE» = - 4 , which means that the
boundary condition is given by $(/•=«>)= VST.
We take Z= 180 and R= 25 fm. This nuclear
radius is chosen so that one of the resonance
energies we obtain is 1.8 Mcv, which is one of
the e*e~ energies in the coincidence experi-
ments. Jn Fig.(2), the solution to the
differential equation is shown under these con-

3 ditions. The arrow shows the position of the
nuclear surface.

Fig.(2) Boson Wave Function.

Next, we study small oscillations of these polarized clouds by expanding <X>m and Qm

around the screening solution $: <X>mJr,r)s Qm(r,t)= $(r)+ om(r,t). Choosing the variables
£± as £±(r ,O K I5+(r,O± 6_(r.O]/V 2. we obtain equations to describe two independent oscil-
lation modes:

40
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Fig.(3) Potential V_(p).

(7b)

These equations are the "Schrodinger" equation:
Ei §± = [- d^ddp2)* V± ( p ) ] ^ The poten-
tial V_(p) = (2+7t/(2p2))cos(2V»i<j>) is shown
in Fig.(3). The term 2o/(jrp2) in Eq.(7a) is
very small compared with other terms, so that
V+(p) is almost the same shape as V_(p). The
arrow in Fig.(3) is the position of the nuclear
surface, therefore, the potential is strongly
repulsive within the radius of the nuclear sur-
face. This is due to the_centrifugal barrier for
the electrons. At 2VK$=n/2 the potential
becomes 0, it becomes minim am at 2^n$ = n,
and it becomes small at large distances.
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Resonance energies of these oscillation modes are calculated by solving the differential
equations, and we get:

E+= 1.8 Mev £_ = 1.5Mcv for Z=180. /?=25fm . (8)

Dependence on Z and the radius has been examined, and we obtain E+~ 1.4 Mev for Z= 165
and R= 25 fm. and £+= 3.6 Mev for Z= 180 and R= 10 fm. This indicates that there is a
dependence on the atomic number, and the resonance energy is strongly affected by the choice
of the radius.

We have shown here that a highly polarized vacuum around a large Z "nucleus" has at
least two neutral oscillation modes, whose energies are in the few-Mev region, depending on
the "nuclear" charge radius. These excited states would decay into an electron-positron pair
through electromagnetic interactions. In this decaying process, the positron and the "nucleus" is
expected to interact strongly, so that the observed positron peaks may be broadened<10). How-
ever ambiguities of such a theoretical approach must be further investigated in the supercritical
field case.
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